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Tesat certified as „Known Consignor“ by the Federal Aviation Agency (LBA)
The German Federal Aviation Agency (LBA) has certified Tesat-Spacecom as a
“Known Consignor”. Tesat-Spacecom is one of the few German companies listed
as preferred consignors for air freight under the new guidelines of the LBA.
Because of tightened security regulations for air carriers new provisions came
into force last April. The certificate “Known Consignor” confirms that these regulations will be strictly observed by the companies by means of specially trained
and verified personnel and the implementation of a tight security program.
This certificate is an important milestone needed to handle airfreight as quickly and cost efficiently as possible. It
allows easier and faster freight handling and is a real competitive advantage for the validated companies and
their customers.
According to the new regulations, German companies that do not have the new certificate have to use a service
provider, who has to verify the goods and consider them as acceptable before they can be loaded. This results in
delays in delivery and increased shipping charges.

Eurospace Counterfeit Workshop
A Roundtable on Counterfeit EEE components organized by Eurospace and held on May 28th was attended by
Tesat-Spacecom, Alter technology, ASTRIUM, Thales Alenia Space and OHB. The attendees presented their experience with counterfeit parts.
Very few cases of counterfeit parts were reported and in all of the cases they were associated to purchasing
through not-franchised brokers. Eurospace members agreed that if ECSS-Q-ST-60C is used for a program, the risk
of counterfeit parts is negligible since the standard states:
• R equirements 4.3.1.g, 5.3.1.g & 6.3.1.d: “To reduce the risk of procuring counterfeit components, when parts are
not directly procured from the manufacturer, the supplier shall procure parts only from distributors duly franchised
by the parts manufacturer”.
The counterfeit risk is higher in the U.S. since the standards used do not explicitly exclude non-franchised brokers as
in the ECSS-Q-ST-60C. To help American companies managing the counterfeit risk, several standards and guidelines
have been published there: SAE AS 6061 and AS 5553.
The attendees agreed that if the ECSS-Q-ST-60C is correctly implemented, then there shall not be any need to
take additional measures to the existing incoming inspections processes. If a company decides to deviate from
ECSS-Q-ST-60C and procures from brokers, then specific testing and / or inspection procedures are required,
recognizing that this increases significantly the risk for counterfeits. These additional procedures to manage the
counterfeit risk in such a case should be implemented internally, perhaps using the American standards for guidance.

Remark:
Any complementary testing and / or inspection procedure cannot guarantee a 100% effective screening process of
counterfeited parts.
Summary:
• E urospace does not see a need in Europe today for a new standard/guideline to manage the counterfeit risk
for EEE Parts.
• E urospace sees a need, for a given space project, to ensure and verify that ECSS-Q-ST-60C is indeed used and
complied to throughout the supply chain.
During the SCSB meeting on 5th of June this Eurospace conclusion was in discussion at SCSB level.

DPA News: Bringing flexibility with new requirements
The different tests performed during a post-procurement Destructive Physical
Analysis (DPA) can be decided by the part user and this decision is usually
based on the project requirements. Tesat has traditionally proposed a list of
tests for different part families and part types through our DPA specification
RA.0010.900.10. This specification combines both MIL and ESCC DPA requirements and indicates tests that Tesat considers to be mandatory, optional or
technically reasonable.
Some of our customers have requested for additional tests, for example, Residual Gas Analysis (RGA) and microsection of transistor and IC dice followed by SEM inspection, which are not mandatory in our DPA’s. Much attention has recently been paid on these tests for MIL parts and the ESCC system is considering these tests in a future DPA standard.
We understand the needs of our customers and we are always prepared to support in verifying their parts as they
wish and to fulfill their project requirements. In future we will also offer these tests as optional for the customer to
decide whether they should be performed.
We are always ready to advise on special customer wishes for DPA and we shall also give our recommendations
from a professional point of view.

Passive Components manufactured by Tesat-Spacecom
Tesat-Spacecom also offers passive components for usage in space applications.
Circulators:
Tesat manufactures and supplies high power waveguide circulators with a low insertion
loss and covering a broad frequency band. The circulators have excellent thermal
performance and flow. The coaxial circulators and isolators have a small size and low
weight as well as excellent RF performance vs. temperature.
Loads:
Tesat has qualified microwave waveguide loads to terminate circulators or switches. As a result of a unique surface
treatment of the load and a sophisticated mechanical design excellent thermal flow is achieved and 500 W power
dissipation can be handled. For details see our website Tesat-Spacecom Passive Components
Microwave Switches:
Tesat waveguide switches operate in the frequency range from 4 to 40 GHz for redundancy switch matrices in satellite payloads. Tesat produces about 1000 switches per year that are successfully integrated to numerous space
programs. For details see our website Tesat-Spacecom Microvave Switches
For prices and delivery times contact
Tesat Parts Agent
Dr. Martin Veith
martin.veith@tesat.de
We are pleased to inform you that we will exhibit our passive components during the Space Passive Component
Days in Noordwijk (see Dates in our Dates-Section).

Sale of Stock Parts
Tesat has reviewed all stock of EEE parts procured for equipment production and has identified a wide range of
surplus components for immediate sale.
Please check out the website:
http://eeeparts.tesat.de/General/stock/
For your convenience, requests for listed items can be made directly via the website, but of course you can also
contact us directly via email or phone.
Our list of available items is constantly updated.

SCHOTT and Tesat-Spacecom to fly into space
The SCHOTT technology group with its Electronic Packaging Business Unit and Tesat-Spacecom GmbH & Co. KG,
one of the leading manufacturers of systems and equipment for telecommunications via satellite, have developed
a hermetically sealed packaging solution that can be used in space. It is successfully supporting the European
Space Agency ESA’s satellite Proba-V to perform Earth observations since the beginning of May. In more specific
terms, this is a housing that contains a gallium nitride power amplifier or socalled MMIC chip (Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit) for the first time ever. SCHOTT and Tesat-Spacecom developed just the right material
composition and geometry for an optimal heat sink for this packaging. In addition, the packaging features hermetically sealed HTCC multilayer ceramics as high-frequency feedthroughs that allow for only minimal insertion loss
and reflection of the high frequency waves.
For more Information read the full press information by following the link below:
http://www.tesat.de/images/stories/PDF/pi1242e.pdf
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